
SIBRE´s SMART opens up a new world 
in the field of monitoring systems and is a 
powerful tool for corrective and preventive 
brake maintenance. Automation and 
remote control seem to play an ever greater 
key role in the plans of terminal operators 
with more and more remote controlled 
cranes already largely automated at a 
number of ports.

Indus t r i a l  b r akes  manufac ture r 
SIBRE Siegerland Bremsen will support 
this development with a new remote 
monitoring system for its brake systems. 
The system, referred to as ‘SMART’, is 
going to be presented at TOC Europe in 
June this year, followed by a market launch 
in the fourth quarter of 2014.

S M A R T  s t a n d s  f o r  ‘ S I B R E 
Monitor ing, Analysis  and Remote 
Te c h n o l o g y ’ a n d  i s  t h e  l o g i c a l 
development of the well-known SIBRE 
SMS status monitoring system. While 
SMS still required the presence of a 
technician on site, SMART provides 
remote monitoring of all SIBRE brake 
systems in a crane via its web interface. 
Thus, the new system combines state-
of-the-art sensor and bus technology 
on the one hand with advanced internet 
network, database storage and data 
security technology on the other. A third 
component is data mining software to 
generate reports, statistics and analysis of 
the sensor data from the brake systems.

SIBRE SMART – how it works
“As the name suggests it is a smart piece 
of technology,” explains Jose Garcia, 
electrical engineer in charge of SMART 
at SIBRE Brakes Spain S.L. “It is an 
easily accessible monitoring system that is 
remotely controlled and intelligent, using 
the generated statistics to forecast the 
performance of your equipment.”

“The different technologies are there, 
well-proven and successfully working in a 
number of contexts. For example, remote 
maintenance of automation systems 
via phone or internet is an established 
standard in other industries. We combine 
these technologies to enable the customer 
to permanently and remotely monitor 
SIBRE brake systems in ports from 
anywhere in the world via the internet 
whether this is from pc, laptop, tablet or 
smartphone.”

The signal chain starts with the different 
sensor data of a single crane brake such 
as brake open/closed, manual release, pad 
wear limit, lining temperature, reserve 
stroke, critical stroke, clamping force (load 
pin) and spring force (load cell). Further 
sensor data such as oil temperature, oil 
level, filter and motor runtime come from 
the hydraulic power unit of the brake 
system.

The sensor data of this brake (or of 
several brakes in a crane) are routed 
to a centralised information terminal 
(touchscreen, PC) housed in the crane, 
using a SIBRE bus. The routing of all 
sensor data from the information terminal 
to the crane PLC is possible through 
a profibus and SMART server using 
XML or similar mark-up languages. In 
parallel, all sensor signals of brakes are 
directly transferred to the crane PLC. 
Furthermore, the central information 
terminal will transmit a Wi-Fi signal, thus 
enabling easy support for all maintenance 
tasks via tablet.

Smooth data streaming
So far, the signal chain ends at the 
information terminal with its short-term 
storage of the sensor data. To allow long-
term storage and access via web interface, 
in a second step the data stream is routed 

via ethernet or 3G to a database solution 
in a data processing centre. After the data 
is routed to a firewall-protected server 
cluster, it is then modified for access via 
web interface.

SMART provides real-time access to 
the sensor data of all SIBRE brake systems 
installed on a crane, on several cranes in 
a port or at several ports throughout the 
world. This means that a terminal operator 
is able to monitor and analyse all SIBRE 
brake systems at all of its global container 
terminals by a single web interface. The 
web application allows the user to open 
several windows in order to monitor 
different brakes, cranes or ports.

The web interface is equipped with a 
3D port and crane configurator  in order 
to customise the different port surfaces and 
configurations of crane brakes for a more 
user-friendly, realistic and graphic account 
of the different container terminals 
and cranes. The terminal operator can 
add auto-scaling and auto-orientating 
crane icons (as well as further port 
elements). The well-structured and logical 
presentation of information on the screen, 
combined with eye-catching alarm displays 
and brake status icons, provides terminal 
operators with a clear and real-time 
overview of the condition and performance 
of their crane brakes.

Lower operating cost 
If the prediction holds true, that remote 
operations will ‘ramp up’i  in the near 
future, then remote equipment control 
will become a standard in container 
handling in no time. The benefits 
therefore are obvious. In principle, 
remote operations will help to supervise 
all SIBRE brake systems applied by the 
terminal operator at its ports, in turn 
removing the need for a technician 
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to monitor the system on site. Real-
time monitoring also allows for a short 
response time if the equipment breaks 
down or malfunctions. Indications of 
maintenance cycles (e.g. replacement of 
spare parts) help to reduce unplanned 
downtime and optimise the deployment 
of  maintenance  teams. The team 
is  suppor ted by c lear ly  presented 
maintenance manuals such as quick 
guides, maintenance instructions and 
checklists. Statistical evaluations are also 
available to monitor the brake systems in 
the long-term.

SIBRE help desk and remote 
service
SMART will offer different service 
packages such as data storage, SIBRE 
remote monitoring and data analysis. 
Using SIBRE remote ser vices, the 
SMART customer will benefit from the 
technical knowhow of the SIBRE staff. A 
SIBRE help desk service will also help to 
reduce travel costs and response times if 
technical assistance is required.

Data security at the highest level
I n  t h i s  i n s t a n c e ,  S M A R T  i s 
uncompromising. To be absolutely clear, 
the web and data-mining component 
of SMART is not a cloud computing 
solution. There is a strict, physical 
separation between the database server 
(with the brake system data) and the 
server cluster with the web application 
(generating the monitoring information 
for the end user). The connection of the 
database server and the cluster server is 
also firewall-protected. No data stream 
is allowed from the server cluster to the 
database server. To state this plainly: there 
is no access possible to the crane PLC via 
the web interface.

SMART provides maximum data and 
network security due to the highest level 
of IT industry standards, using a Europe-
based, certified data processing centre. All 
network connections are SSL protected 
(VPN on special customer request). 
SMART is based on highly available 
and multi-redundant server solutions 
(RAID 5) and uses proven security 
applications for database protection (access 
control, authentication, encryption, and 
consistency) as well as database activity 
monitoring.

SMART - more than a simple 
monitoring system
“In view of our brake systems, monitoring, 
analysis and remote technology will provide 
many benefits to our customers. With 
'SMART' we not only demonstrate our 
position as a technology leader in industrial 
brake systems but also help to strengthen 
the value chain of our customers in regards 
to safety, productivity and punctuality,” 
explains Thilo Pfister, managing director of 
SIBRE – Siegerland Bremsen.

The close interlocking of remote 
monitor ing, ana ly s i s  components , 
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n  o f  p r e v e n t i v e 
maintenance, on site availability of 
maintenance manuals and checklists, and 
not to forget the back-up provided by 
the SIBRE help desk,  makes SMART a 
powerful and efficient tool to increase safety, 
productivity, maintenance savings, whilst 
increasing the lifespan of brake systems.
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About the organisation

For over 50 years, Siegerland Bremsen, 
well known under its brand name 
SIBRE, remains one of the leading 
manufacturers of industrial brake 
systems and drive components. The 
current portfolio is characterised 
by a wide breadth and depth of 
standardised industrial brakes and 
components for drive technology 
(e.g. drum couplings, crane wheels, 
rope sheaves, brake discs, complete 
assemblies incl. shaft and bearings). 
SIBRE industrial brakes are applied 
in port equipment (container and 
bulk handling). Further range of 
applications for SIBRE brakes are to 
be found in the mining industry, in 
steel mills and wind turbines.

Enquiries

SIBRE –
Siegerland Bremsen GmbH
Auf der Stücke 1-5
35708 Haiger
Germany
Tel: (+49) 2773 9400 0
Fax: (+49) 2773 9400 20
info@sibre.de
www.sibre.de
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